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STATEMENT OF TRANSPARENCY 

 
 
Transparency is a top priority for us.  
 
We expect integrity, ethical behaviour and sustainable practices from all of our suppliers, external resources and customers we engage 
with, and, as consumers, we believe businesses should make a continuous effort to provide transparent information regarding their 
goals, history, performance and operations, so we can make better informed decisions, knowing exactly what we’re buying and what 
the ultimate impact of our purchasing behaviour will have in our society and beyond. 
 
We want you to demand transparency from Negative Split, to challenge and question our behaviour, and to expect a reaction from us. 
 
Negative Split will continuously evolve this document as well as will release regular updates about our strategy, performance and 
operations through our main communication channels. 
 
 
WHAT DOES NEGATIVE SPLIT DO? 
 

 Commit to using the best quality carbon fibre, to create great quality brake surfaces, and to use internal componentry that 
creates a complete package for any rider to use whilst maintaining an eye-catching aesthetic 

 Engineer prices that ensure NS existence and that make full carbon wheels more accessible to all riders 

 Conduct quality inspections and continuously test the wheels to prove their reliability and measure their performance against 
similar wheels, ensuring that our product is of an excellent quality and delivers an expected performance 

 Provide UCI-approved wheels for international racing  

 Generate and provide insightful content for our website users, social media followers and customers 
 Gradually expand our product portfolio to meet all our customer requirements 

 Attend selected events to provide key information about NS 
 Seek for the best athletes that align with our vision and values to develop long term relationships and help them achieve 

their goals 
 Provide a fast response and personalised attention to each of our customers through email and other channels 
 Pack the product in a way that is convenient and avoids any potential damage to the aesthetic 

 Continuously look for ways to shorten our delivery lead times through better anticipation and stock management 
 Process returns requests and warranty claims, ensuring our customer experience is not affected 

 Favour NZ businesses for all matters where we require external resources when possible 
 Continuously look for ways to make our product more accessible while enhancing our customer experience 

 
WHY DO WE DO IT? 
 

 We dislike inflated prices and think that performance and affordability shouldn’t be disconnected. 

 Reinvention for us is a broad concept. It not only includes product innovation (design, manufacturing, paint, assembly and 
packaging) but also the price at which the product is marketed, the overall experience of our customers, the content and 
insights our customers can access, the ability to make a positive and immediate impact in our communities, and the capacity 
to help others realise their potential. You could call that product, pricing, experience, value add, etc. innovation. 

 
HOW DO WE DO IT? 
 

 The A-Team. A strong and highly international team of five located in NZ, UK, Spain and China, give us the reach and 
knowledge we need from technical wheel expertise and design, to best in class marketing, supply chain, strategy and 
finance. 

 Our athletes and testers. They put the product to the test and provide us with critical insights we feed back to our supplier. 
Tests are conducted during trainings and racing, and future plans include testing at indoor velodromes as well as using 
selected technology. 

 Our supplier. We partner with a 30-year carbon wheel manufacturer based in Xiamen, China. They are responsible for the 
manufacturing, paint, assembly and shipping of our wheels to our distribution centres, and for applying for UCI approvals on 
our behalf for selected wheels. We continuously look for ways to strengthen our partnership and find new areas of 
collaboration with them. Our future includes plans to have the ability to design the geometry of our products and our 
intention is to achieve this vision together with our supplier. 

 External resources. We like playing on our strengths and when we lack knowledge and/or experience we tap into the best 
out there to give us a hand. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Committed to bring full transparency, 
Javier Garcia 
 
 


